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In the present time headphones has become one of the best entertaining devices. Having and an
MP3 player of IPod or any other audio device without a good headphone of headset is totally
useless. Once there was a time when people preferred ho have speakers and sound systems and
still they do but the thing was that at that time it was not easy to carry their decks or tape recorders
everywhere neither the technology was  advance that they have audio device in such good quality.
If we look back we will find some audio device likes Walkman a very unique invention of 19â€™s but
here again was a problem that how many cassettes could a person carry with him or her because if
I consider myself I get tired of listening the same song again and again. And honestly these devices
were bit expensive at that time that not everyone could afford it secondly they come with a speaker
fixed in them so people usually didnâ€™t bought ear set, or headphones.

Now days the headphone or ear set that come in market are of very high quality. There are many
headsets which give 3D sound effects, a very tiny device can actually now do this all. The reason
why people started using these latest headphones was that they helped in cancelling the extra
sound or noise coming out from other things. All the companies which make the products which
produce sound or such products which can be used for songs listening such as wireless radio or
mp3 players they all come with best quality headsets. The top class companies like Apple Inc. is
specially focusing on the audio output devices and in fact they do produce one of the latest headset
device which has the volume controlling option as well come it. This headset comes with the latest
IPods of all types. Similarly Sony is also making their devices better day by day.

Headphone are of different types such as the oldest one were the head sets which use to cover up
the whole ear and they had a band type thing as well which used to get set on the head so that the
headset does falls down. After this came a little changed version of these head phones these were
small in size and had good sound quality these one are still being used and with them also came
another type. Now these are known as ear set they are like thin curved stick shaped device which
are inserted inside the ear rest part is curled around the back of the ear. This device actually gives
the best sound quality and good thing about it is it controls the extra noise from our surrounding.
Last but not the least is the regular headphones, they also get inserted inside our ear but give much
better result than the old big size head sets. They shaped somewhat like a small cotton sob, the part
which produce sound has a rubber on it which easily gets inside the ear hole and fix them according
to the size of the ear hole. These also help controlling the noise coming in from the outside
surrounding.
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